ABSTRACT Social network data publishing is dynamic, and attackers can perform association attacks based on social network directed graph data at different times. The existing social network privacy protection technology has low performance in dealing with large-scale dynamic social network directed graph data, and anonymous data publishing does not meet the needs of community structure analysis. A Dynamic Social Network Directed Graph K-In&Out-Degree Anonymity (DSNDG-KIODA) method to protect community structure is proposed. The method is based on the dynamic grouping anonymity rule to anonymize the dynamic K-in&out-degree sequence, and the virtual node distribution is added in parallel to construct an anonymous graph. The node information is transmitted based on the GraphX, and the virtual node pairs are selected and deleted according to the change of the directed graph modularity to reduce information loss. The experimental results show that the DSNDG-KIODA method improves the efficiency of processing large-scale dynamic social network directed graph data, and ensures the availability of community structure analysis when data is released.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the Internet, online social networks(OSNs) have become more and more mature, and more and more people are involved. According to the 43rd Statistical Report on the Development of Internet in China, as of December 2018, the number of Internet users in China was 829 million, and 56.53 million new Internet users were added throughout the year. The Internet penetration rate reached 59.6%, an increase of 3.8% from the end of 2017. When largescale users use OSNs, some users with the same hobbies or attributes will form a community. However, as the number of people using the network increases, serious privacy problems of users' information and community structure information may occur. The increase of network users means that the number of nodes in the social network is constantly changing, and the social network is dynamic. Bhagat et al. [1] pointed out that the attacker can easily identify the target users of the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Osama Sohaib. social network through the node information or community structure information of the social network data at different times, which leads to the leakage of personal information or community information. Therefore, the privacy protection of large-scale dynamic social directed graph has important theoretical significance and practical value. Dynamic social networks often form a community structure that is unique to a complex network. Researchers can analyze the community structure of large-scale dynamic social networks with directed graphs, which has important research significance in similar group discovery and group behavior pattern discovery [2] .
For large-scale dynamic social network directed graph, privacy protection is implemented in parallel based on GraphX, which ensures the availability of community structure analysis when data is published anonymously. The main work and contributions are as follows:
(1) Aiming at the directed graph of large-scale dynamic social network, a new dynamic accessibility attack model is proposed. Based on the protection of community structure, a dynamic social network directed graph K-in&out-degree anonymity model is proposed. (2) A dynamic social network directed graph K-in&out-degree anonymity (DSNDG-KIODA) algorithm is proposed to protect the community structure of large-scale social network directed graph whereas ensuring that anonymous graphs satisfy K-in&out-degree anonymity at different times. (3) The experiments on the real data set show that the DSNDG-KIODA algorithm improves the processing efficiency of the directed graph privacy protection on large-scale dynamic social networks, and ensures the high availability of community structure analysis in data publishing. The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we describe the related work to dynamic social network privacy protection and community structure protection. Section III introduces relevant preliminary knowledge and gives definitions of research questions. Section IV introduces the DSNDG-KIODA algorithm that protects the community structure. Section V is based on real dynamic social network datasets and experimentally tested in terms of algorithm performance, information loss, and data availability. Section VI concludes the full text and gives the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Social network privacy information mainly includes node privacy, edge privacy, and graph structure privacy [3] . Attackers can attack and mine the privacy information of social network, which leads to the leak of users' personal information. At present, the privacy protection of large-scale social network data is mainly divided into static social network privacy protection method and dynamic social network privacy protection method.
For the privacy protection of static social networks, the concept of k-degree anonymity [4] of undirected graphs is proposed. It is required that any node in the graph has at least k-1 nodes with the same degree, and the greedy strategy is added to achieve anonymity against node degree attribute attacks. Salas and Torra [5] proposed a k-degree anonymity method, which guaranteed that each approximation has at least k elements in the degree sequence. When the sum of the degrees of the anonymity sequence is even, the optimal solution of k-degree anonymity is obtained by using Euclidean distance. Li et al. [6] proposed a random sparse and random perturbation methods, and the social network undirected graph is randomly modified using the probability method. Casas-Roma et al. [7] proposed the UMGA algorithm, which generated anonymity sequence by greedy algorithm and exhaustive method, and modifies undirected graph by random edge selection and neighbor centrality edge selection to achieve k-degree anonymity. Sun et al. [8] proposed a novel anonymizing approach, called splitting anonymization. This approach avoids the low utility caused by the enforced noises on knowledge that is already known to the attackers. Social network processed by splitting anonymization can refuse direct attack. Macwan and Patel [9] proposed an improved k-degree anonymity model that retain the social network structural properties and also to provide privacy to the individuals. Utility measurement approach for community based graph model is used to verify the performance of the proposed technique. Dongran et al. [10] proposed a technique of hierarchical k-anonymity for graphlet structural perception. The method considers the degree of social network nodes according to the Characteristics of the power-law distribution. The nodes are divided according to the degrees, and the method analyzes the graphlet structural features of the graph in the privacy process and adjusts the privacyprocessing strategies of the edges according to the graphlet structural features. The literature [4] - [10] only addresses the static social network protection of social network undirected graphs, ignoring the direction of social network graph data.
For the privacy protection of dynamic social networks, Bhagat et al. [11] proposed that static social networks have limitations. Social networks evolve and a single instance is inadequate for analyzing the evolution of the social network or for performing any longitudinal data analysis. Publishing multiple instances of the same network independently has privacy risks, since stitching the information together may allow an adversary to identify users in the networks. So, it is of great significance to study dynamic social networks. Bhagat et al. [1] proposed a link prediction algorithm, which predicts the future structure through the current state of social network. Ding et al. [12] proposed a De-anonymity algorithm to anonymize dynamic social networks, combining structural knowledge with node attributes to defend against complex attacks by attackers. Wang et al. [13] proposed the DMRA algorithm on privacy preserving for releasing multiple time-series social network graphs based on the Time-Series Class Safety Condition(TSCSC) to achieve the K-degree anonymity. Rossi et al. [14] proposed a dynamic k-degree anonymity algorithm, which makes the time-degree sequence of each node indistinguishable from the temporal sequence of at least other k-1 nodes. Kiabod et al. [15] introduced a time-saving k-degree anonymization method in social network that anonymizes the social network graph. The anonymized degree sequence of the graph is computed based on the tree and partitions the graph bottom-up nodes based on the anonymization levels to realize the dynamic changes in privacy protection levels. The existing dynamic privacy protection methods aim at dynamic social network undirected graph. Although the information loss of the graph modification is reduced, the network connectivity of the original graph is changed. In the process of anonymity, the community structure of dynamic social network graph is not considered, which affects the analysis of the nature of community structure and reduces the value of data publishing.
The large-scale dynamic social network directed graph has a community structure, so the privacy protection of the community structure of the social network map has become the focus of researchers. Campan et al. [16] used the community detection algorithm based on graph segmentation theory. By calculating the Laplacian matrix, the spectral constraint conditions are set, and the constraints of adding and deleting edges are calculated. Wang et al. [17] proposed a novel local-perturbation technique by combining the clustering technique with the randomly reconstructing technique that can reach the privacy requirement of k-anonymity, while minimizing the impact on community structure. Kumar and Kumar [18] used the concept of upper approximation of rough sets to divide communities and anonymously preserve the community structure properties of graphs after anonymity. Rousseau et al. [19] proposed a novel edge modification technique that better preserves the communities of a graph while anonymizing it. By maintaining the core number sequence of a graph, its community structure is guaranteed to remain unchanged. Macwan and Patel [20] proposes a fast privacy protection method for large-scale social networks based on heuristic analysis. Firstly, the community structure is divided, and personalized K-Degree anonymity is implemented for small communities in a distributed way. Then the generalized community structure forms a cohesive network, and the nodes are homogeneously processed to form a final anonymous network.
At present, most social network privacy protection technologies have limitations in dealing with large-scale dynamic social network directed graphs. The algorithm only protected the private information of individuals against dynamic social network undirected graphs, and ignored the protection of the community structure of social network directed graphs. Aiming at large-scale dynamic social network directed graph, a dynamic social network directed graph K-in&out-degree anonymity (DSNDG-KIODA) method to protect community structure is proposed. Method improves the efficiency of processing large-scale dynamic social network directed graph, and ensure the availability of community structure analysis when data is published.
III. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

Definition 1 (Dynamic Social Network Directed Graph):
The dynamic social network directed graph is also called the social network incremental graph, which is expressed as G = {G 0 , G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G t } (t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , t) and the anonymous dynamic social network directed graph is represented
Where G t = (V t , E t ), V t and E t represent the node set and edge set of the graph G t respectively. The dynamic social network directed graph is an incremental sequence, V t−1 ⊆ V t , E t−1 ⊆ E t . The edge u, v indicates that one edge from the node u points to v. The edge u, v is called the out-edge of u and the in-edge of v. The number of in-edges of node u is the in-degree of u, which is denoted as d in (u) . The number of out-edges of node u is the out-degree of u, denoted as d out (u). The in&out-degree of node u at time t is represented by d
Definition 2 (Dynamic K-In&Out-Degree Attack):
Suppose the attacker knows the in-degree and out-degrees of the target node at time t 1 and time t 2 . The attacker can uniquely identify the target node through this background knowledge, which is called K-in&out-degree attack.
As shown in Figure. 1, it is assumed that the attacker knows that the in&out-degree of the target node u at t = 0 is (1,3), then Alice and Bob can be identified according to Figure. 1(a), and the target node cannot be uniquely identified. However, the attacker also knows that the in&out-degree of the target node u at t = 1 is (2,3) as shown in Figure. 1(b), so that the target node is uniquely identified as Alice, which leads to the disclosure of the privacy information of the Alice. 
Definition 3 (K-In&Out-Degree Anonymity):
Given a dynamic social network directed graph G t = (V t , E t ) and the positive integer K. For any node v ∈ V(G t ) in the directed graph, there are m (m < k − 1) other nodes satisfying the same in&out-degree as node v, i.e. d
It is said that the dynamic social network directed graph G t is a K-in&out-degree anonymity graph.
Definition 4 (Cost of In&Out-Degree Increase):
For the nodes u ∈ V t+1 and u / ∈ V t , the cost of in&out-degree increase of judging the grouping of node u belongs to is expressed by d(u). The d(u) is calculated as follows:
where goal t (in_deg, out_deg)) is the goal in&out-degree of g t n (n = 1, 2, . . . , n).
Definition 5 (Dynamic Grouping Anonymous Rule):
For the anonymous sequence d
. . . , g t n } at time t, the anonymity rule for the in&out-degree sequence at time t + 1 is as follows:
(1) For the newly added node, determine the group to which the node belongs by calculating the d(u);
(2) For the in&out-degree changes of node u in the original graph, first determine whether there is the same in&out-degree as d t+1 (u) in the target of the anonymous group at time t. If it exists, determine whether the number of group which node u belongs to is greater than or equal to k+1, and if it is satisfied, merge node u into the group. Otherwise, the grouping of the node u is unchanged, and the target in&out-degree of the group at time t + 1 is calculated. Definition 6 (Dynamic Social Network Directed Graph K-In&Out-Degree Anonymity Model): Given a dynamic social network directed graph G = {G 0 , G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G t } and the positive integer K.
(1) K-in&out-degree anonymous sequence is obtained by anonymous in&out-degree sequence of nodes at different times based on dynamic grouping anonymous rule. (2) Anonymous graphs are constructed in parallel according to K-in&out-degree anonymous sequence distribution, and information between nodes is transmitted based on GraphX. Virtual nodes are selected for merging and deleting according to the change of modularity of directed graphs for many iterations, improving the availability of community structure analysis in data publishing. The anonymous dynamic social network directed graph
} obtained by satisfying these two conditions conforms to the dynamic social network directed graph K-in&out-degree anonymity model.
The anonymity process of the dynamic social network directed graph is shown in Figure. 2, where K = 3. The original social network directed graph G t does not satisfy K-in&out-degree anonymity at time t. Adding edge 10, 11 to get the anonymous social network directed graph G t * . Node 12 is added and edges 5, 7 , 9, 12 , 12, 10 , 12, 11 are added to obtain the original social network directed graph G t+1 at time t + 1. The directed graph G t is anonymously obtained to obtain a 3-degree anonymity social network directed graph G t+1 * , which satisfies the K-in&out-degree anonymity.
IV. DSNDG-KIODA ALGORITHM
Dynamic social network directed graph K-in&out-degree anonymity (DSNDG-KIODA) algorithm for protecting community structure is combined with Spark, a computational engine for large-scale data processing. The algorithm is executed in the distributed parallel environment, and the privacy protection strategy is implemented in parallel for the largescale dynamic social network directed graph data. The algorithm symbols are described in Table I .
A. INITIAL SEQUENCE PARTITION ALGORITHM
Initial Sequence Partition(G,k) algorithm is used to group and anonymize the original social network directed graph K-in&out-degree sequence at the initial moment. The indegree(out-degree) of the goal degree in the same group is the maximum value of all in-degree(out-degree) in the group, that is, goal(in_deg,out_deg)=(max{the in-degree of all elements in the group, max{the out-degree of all elements in the group}). The Initial Sequence Partition algorithm is as follows: Initial Sequence Partition(G,k) algorithm shows the steps for the initial sequence partition. For the given directed graph G 0 = {V 0 , E 0 }, in each iteration, it calculates two partitions cost and makes a decision of optimal partitioning. For each node, it checks for further k nodes to decide whether to merge current nodes with current group or to initiate a new group. Hence, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(k|V|).
Lines 2-14 of the Algorithm 1 are sorted according to the in&out-degree of node. Lines 16-25 determine the size of the SPC1 and SPC2 values for grouping. SPC1 represents the anonymization cost of the current element merged into the previous group, and SPC2 represents the cost of forming a new group with the following k-1 element. Therefore, if SPC2<SPC1, then the element forms a new group.
Assuming K = 3, the grouping result of the original social network directed graph G t at time t as shown in Figure. 
B. DYNAMIC SEQUENCE PARTITION ALGORITHM
The dynamic sequence partition groups the in&out-degree sequence at time t + 1 according to the dynamic grouping anonymous rule to obtain K-in&out-degree anonymous sequence. The Dynamic Sequence Partition algorithm is as follows: degree sequence at time t + 1, according to the grouping result at time t, first determine the group to which the newly added node belongs (the number of newly added nodes is represented by m), then determine the change of the grouping of the changing node, and finally calculate the target access degree of each group. Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(mn+|V|).
As shown in Figure. 2(c) at time t+1, AddNodeSet={12}, ChangeNodeSet={5, 7, 9, 10, 11}. First, determine the group to which the node 12 belongs, at time t goal(g 1 t ) = (3, 2), goal(g 2 t ) = (2, 2), goal(
, so node 12 is divided into g 3 . The in&out-degree of nodes 5, 7, 9, 10, 11 are all changed. According to lines 10-23 of algorithm 3, the sequence of anonymous K-in&out-degree at time t + 1 is d 
C. MERGE_DELETE ALGORITHM
The anonymous graph is constructed by adding virtual nodes in parallel according to the dynamic K-in&out-degree anonymous sequence distribution. In order to reduce information loss, the virtual node pairs are merged and deleted through node information transfer based on the GraphX, which improves the availability of community structure analysis in data publishing.
The data structure of the information transfer is represented by a five-tuple (dstid, srcid, hops, community, tags), which is called a n-hops neighborhood table (HNT). As shown in TABLE II, each row of the HNT table is an HNTE (n-hops neighborhood table entry).
(1) stid: the node ID.
(2) srcid: initially, dstid is the node ID, and dstid is the node ID of the destination node during the information transfer. (3) hops: the number of iterations that the source node transfers information to the destination node. (4) community: the community to which the source node belongs. (5) tags: initially tags=0, tags=1 means that the source node and the destination node are both virtual nodes.
TABLE 2. n-hops neighborhood table(HNT).
Initially, the dstid and srcid of the node are the node ID, hops=0, tags=0. As shown in Figure. 2(c), node 2 has HNTE={2, 2, 0, 1, 0}.
Definition 7 (Virtual Node Pair Merge_Delete Condition):
Exists edge u, f w and edge f x , v , virtual node pair (f w , f x ) can be merged and deleted, if and only if ∀(f w , f x ) ∈ VirtualSet meets the following three conditions:
Modularity also known as a modular metrics, is a commonly used method to measure the strength of network community structure, which was first proposed by NewMan [21] . The modularity is calculated as follows:
where the matrix A ij is an adjacency matrix, and A ij represents the weight of the edge between the node i and the node j. When the network is an unweighted graph, the weight of all edges can be regarded as 1. k i (k j ) is the sum of the weights(degrees) of all the edges connected to node i. The δ(C i ,C j ) function means that if node i and node j in the same community return 1, otherwise return 0. However, for the social networks directed graph, nodes have different in-degrees and out-degrees. Therefore, for the social network directed graph, the definition of the directed graph modularity is proposed.
Definition 8 (Directed Graph Modularity):
For the social network directed graph, the directed graph modularity is represented by DQ. The DQ is calculated as follows:
where the matrix A ij is an adjacency matrix of the directed graph. If there is an edge i, j , there is an edge pointing from node i to node j, then element a ij = 1, otherwise a ij = 0. k out i and k in j represent the out-degree of node i and the in-degree of node j, respectively, and m is the total number of edges of the directed graph. The directed graph modularity can be simplified as:
lc is the number of edges in the community, m is the total number of edges of the directed graph, and d out (d in ) is the sum of out-degrees(in-degrees) in the community.
Definition 9 (Change of Directed Graph Modularity):
The change value of the directed graph modularity is expressed by DQ, which measures the information loss caused by adding edge operation. The DQ is calculated as follows:
DQ(G t ) represents the directed graph modularity before adding edge, and DQ(G' t ) represents the directed graph modularity after adding edge.
Definition 10 (Virtual Node Pair Merge_Delete Rule): Each iteration obtains virtual node pair set (VirtualSet) by transferring information between nodes, and the virtual node pair satisfying the VNMDC is placed in the candidate virtual node set (CandidateSet). The virtual node pair merge delete rule is as follows:
(1) The number of virtual node pairs is 1, directly merged and deleted; (2) The number of virtual node pairs is more than 1:
a. If the virtual node pair belongs to the same community, randomly select one of the virtual node pairs to merge and delete; b. If the virtual node pair belongs to different communities, calculate the value of DQ and select the virtual node pair with the small DQ to merge and delete. The Merge_Delete algorithm for virtual node pair as follows: Merge_Delete(CandidateSet) algorithm shows the steps to select the virtual node pair. For each virtual node pair in the CandidateSet, the virtual node pair that satisfies the condition is selected according to the VNMDC. Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(N×(N-1))=O(N 2 ).
If the number of virtual node pairs in the CandidateSet is more than 1, the algorithm 3 is executed in lines 4-11. For virtual node pairs in different communities, a virtual node pair with a small DQ value is selected for merge and delete. For virtual node pairs in the same community, randomly select one of the virtual node pairs to merge and delete.
D. DSNDG-KIODA ALGORITHM
The dynamic social network directed graph K-in&out-degree anonymity (DSNDG-KIODA) algorithm is as follows: +L)(where L is the number of virtual node pairs that are selected for merging and deleting).
The dynamic social network directed graph G={G t , G t+1 } as shown in Figure. 2, the specific steps of the DSNDG-KIODA algorithm are as follows:
1. Perform algorithm 1 to obtain the anonymous K-in& out-degree sequence d ∼ t of the initial directed graph at time t, and perform algorithm 2 to obtain the dynamic anonymous K-in&out-degree sequence d ∼ t+1 at time t + 1. The anonymous graph G ∼ t+1 is constructed by adding virtual node in parallel, as shown in Figure. 3. 2. The anonymous graph is constructed in parallel according to the dynamic K-in&out-degree anonymous sequence, and the virtual node pair is merged and deleted based on the GraphX. The iteration process at time t + 1 is as follows (nodes 1-4 belong to community 1, nodes 5-8 belong to community 2, and nodes 9-12 belong to community 3):
(1) Superstep=0, the node initialization gets the initial EdgeRDD. (2) Superstep=1, the node receives its own 1-hop neighborhood information and generates a 1-hop neighborhood (4) Superstep=3, VirtualSet={(f 1 ,f 4 ), (f 5 ,f 4 )}. The virtual nodes f 5 and f 4 belong to the same community, directly merged and deleted, that is, adding edges 6,5 and deleting edges f 4 ,5 , 6,f 5 . (5) Superstep=4, VirtualSet= ∅. (6) Superstep=5, VirtualSet={(f 2 ,f 6 ), (f 3 ,f 6 )}. The virtual nodes f 2 , f 3 , and f 6 belong to different communities, calculate the DQ value, and choose the virtual node pair with a small DQ to be merged and deleted. It is calculated that DQ(G ∼ t+1 ) =0.5060, DQ((f 2 ,f 6 )) = 0.4735, DQ((f 2 ,f 6 )) = 0.0325, DQ((f 3 ,f 6 )) = 0.4745, DQ ((f 3 ,f 6 )) = 0.0315. Therefore, choose the virtual node pairs (f 3 , f 6 ) to merge and delete, add edges 8, 12 and delete edges f 6 , 12 , 8, f 3 . The third iteration stops and the result is shown in Figure. 4. The DSNDG-KIODA algorithm iterates six times and the virtual node pair stops merging and deleting. The anonymous social network directed graph G t+1 * as shown in Figure. 2(d).
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The DSNDG-KIODA algorithm is compared with the dynamic K-degree anonymity algorithm proposed by Rossi [14] and the dynamic k w -structure diversity anonymity (k w -SDA) algorithm proposed by Tai [22] . Distributed environment: GraphX, 15 computing nodes, CPU 1.8GHz, 16GB RAM, Hadoop 2.7.2, Spark 2.2.0, Scala 2.11.12.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiment is tested using five real social network directed graph datasets published by Stanford University: (1) Email-Eu-core; (2) CollegeMsg; (3) Wiki-talk; (4) Stack Overflow; (5) CAIDA AS.
Email-Eu-core dataset consists of email data from a large European research institution, and the directed edge (u,v,t) represents that the user u sent an email to the user v at time t. CollegeMsg dataset consists of private messages sent on the online social network of UCI, the directed edge (u,v,t) represents the user u send a private message to the user v at time t. Wiki-talk dataset is where Wikipedia users edit each other's conversation pages, the directed edge (u,v,t) represents that user u has edited user v's conversation page at time t. Stack Overflow dataset is a time interactive network on the Stack Exchange website Stack Overflow. The directed edge (u,v,t) represents that the user u answered the user v at time t. The statistics related to the dataset as shown in Table IV . 
B. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Figure. 5 shows the running time on CollegeMsg and Wikitalk dataset. It can be seen from Figure. 5 that the running time increases with the value of k increases. The running time of k w -SDA and DSNDG-KIODA algorithm is similar, however, the k-degree algorithm has the shortest running time. This is because k w -SDA and DSNDG-KIODA algorithm consider the community structure of the social network directed graph in dynamic anonymity. The DSNDG-KIODA algorithm needs to merge and delete more virtual node pairs as the k value increases. Therefore, the running time is slightly larger than the k-degree algorithm, but overall the DSNDG-KIODA algorithm does not run very long.
C. INFORMATION LOSS ANALYSIS
In order to measure the information loss of the graph structure in the anonymity process, the change rate of the graph structure properties on Email-Eu-core and Stack Overflow dataset is tested, i.e. average clustering coefficient (ACC) and eigenvector centrality (EC). G represents the value of ACC(EC) before anonymity, G * represents the value of ACC(EC) after anonymity.
Change ratio = |G * − G|/G (6) Figure. 6 shows the change rate of ACC after anonymity. Figure. 7 shows the change rate of EC after anonymity. The greater the rate of change of ACC and EC, the greater the impact of the algorithm on the nature of the graph structure. It can be seen that k w -SDA and k-degree algorithm have higher change rate than the DSNDG-KIODA algorithm. It shows that k w -SDA and the k-degree algorithm have a large impact on the graph structure after anonymity. With the increase of k, the change rate of ACC is less than 10% and EC is less than 15% in DSNDG-KIODA algorithm. Therefore, the structural properties of the graph are better guaranteed. It can be seen that the number of nodes and edges increases with the increase of timestamp t, and the change rate of graph structure properties of DSNDG-KIODA algorithm are all very small. The DSNDG-KIODA algorithm can guarantee the graph structure properties of dynamic social network directed graph better than k w -SDA and k-degree algorithm. is the eigenvalue of L. Figure. 9 shows the comparison of the similarity of the µ 2 of the different algorithms on CollegeMsg and Wiki-talk dataset as the k increases. It can be seen that the µ 2 of DSNDG-KIODA algorithm is more similar to the original graph. This is because DSNDG-KIODA algorithm considers the community structure of the original graph when merging and deleting virtual nodes. However, k-degree algorithm ignores the protection of the community structure which causes great loss to the community structure. Figure. 10 shows the change rate of the community which the node belongs to after anonymity. It can be seen from Figure. 10, the k-degree algorithm does not consider the community of the node in the process of anonymity, so the change rate of the community is large. The DSNDG-KIODA and k w -SDA algorithm consider the community structure when anonymizing. The community change rate of DSNDG-KIODA algorithm is less than 10% after anonymity, which better maintains the data availability of anonymous graphs in community detection.
Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [23] is an important index to measure the similarity between two clustering results and community discovery. It can objectively evaluate the accuracy of a community detection compared with standard partitioning. The range of NMI is [0,1], and the higher the value is, the more accurate the division is. The NMI is calculated as follows:
where,
p(x,y) represents the joint distribution probability of X, Y. Figure. 11 shows the value of NMI of different algorithms as the value of k increases. It can be seen from Figure. 11, the NMI value of the DSNDG-KIODA algorithm is closer to 1. It shows that the DSNDG-KIODA algorithm has the least impact on the community structure, which better guarantees the availability of community structure analysis when data is released.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Aiming at the large-scale dynamic social network directed graph, a new dynamic in&out-degree attack model is defined according to different times, and DSNDG-KIODA algorithm for protecting community structure is proposed. The algorithm groups and anonymous K-in&out-degree sequence according to dynamic grouping anonymous rule, and the nodes are merged and deleted in parallel to reduce information loss. In the process of merging and deleting virtual nodes, the change value of the directed graph modularity is guaranteed to be the smallest. Experiments based on real social network data show that the DSNDG-KIODA algorithm implements privacy protection for large-scale dynamic social network data. The DSNDG-KIODA algorithm is implemented in a distributed parallel environment. Compared with the traditional K-degree anonymous algorithm, the processing efficiency of the directed graph data of large-scale dynamic social networks is improved, and the availability of community structure analysis of data release is better ensured. DSNDG-KIODA algorithm has good effects in terms of average clustering coefficient (ACC), eigenvector centrality (EC), the second small eigenvalue (µ 2 ) of the Laplacian matrix, community structure protection, and normalized mutual information (NMI).
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